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23 ABSTRACT: Thirdhand smoke (THS) is the contamination
24 that persists after secondhand tobacco smoke has been emitted
25 into air. It refers to the tobacco-related gases and particles that
26 become embedded in materials, such as the carpet, walls,
27 furniture, blankets, and toys. THS is not strictly smoke, but
28 chemicals that adhere to surfaces from which they can be
29 released back into the air undergo chemical transformations
30 and/or accumulate. Currently, the hazards of THS are not as
31 well documented as the hazards of secondhand smoke (SHS).
32 In this Perspective, we describe the distribution and chemical
33 changes that occur as SHS is transformed into THS, studies of
34 environmental contamination by THS, human exposure
35 studies, toxicology studies using animal models and in vitro
36 systems, possible approaches for avoiding exposure, remediation of THS contamination, and priorities for further research.
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1. INTRODUCTION

89 1.1. Definition. THS refers to tobacco residue and stale or
90 aged secondhand smoke. THS is not strictly smoke but rather
91 the residues left behind by smoking. It refers to the
92 contamination of surfaces in contact with compounds emitted
93 in SHS, the products generated by chemical transformations of
94 these components, and the off-gassing of volatile components
95 into the air.1,2 The phrase “the four Rs” provides a working
96 definition of THS: tobacco chemicals (some toxic) that remain,
97 react, re-emit, and/or are resuspended long after active smoking
98 ends. THS constituents may remain adsorbed to surfaces and
99 dust particles, often penetrating deep into materials such as
100 wallboard or upholstery; as they persist they may react with
101 atmospheric oxidants to yield potentially harmful byproducts.
102 Both precursors and byproducts may be re-emitted back to the
103 gas phase, and airborne particles that initially deposited onto
104 indoor surfaces may be resuspended.
105 1.2. Differences between THS and SHS. THS is
106 conceptually distinct from SHS, which is the aerosol
107 (particle-bound and gas phase constituents) present while
108 smoking is taking place. Nonsmokers’ exposures to SHS are
109 associated with freshly emitted smoke. Hence, the primary
110 pathway is inhalation, and the time scales for exposure are
111 relatively short (minutes to a few hours). By contrast, exposure
112 pathways for THS include not only inhalation but also dermal
113 uptake from contact with contaminated surfaces (potentially

114including the clothing of smokers) and ingestion of THS that is
115on the hands or perhaps food. For toddlers, mouthing of
116objects in their environment is another route of potential oral
117exposure to THS. The time scale for the presence of THS
118indoors will generally be much longer than that for SHS and
119could stretch to months.
1201.3. Why Study THS? Inhalation of tobacco smoke, both by
121those smoking actively and by nonsmokers involuntarily
122inhaling tobacco smoke, has been causally linked to a wide
123range of diseases and other adverse consequences.3 Interest in
124THS accelerated after the results of internal research at Phillip
125Morris in the 1980s were made public through litigation
126settlements.4 A researcher and coauthor of this paper (Schick)
127at the University of California San Francisco found records in
128Philip Morris papers showing that SHS can become more toxic
129as it ages. An analysis of unpublished results revealed that
130concentrations of carcinogenic tobacco-specific nitrosamines
131(TSNAs) increased over time in aging SHS. Soon after Schick’s
132article appeared,4 a laboratory study5 showed that nicotine on
133surfaces can react with a common indoor pollutant to produce
134TSNAs under conditions that are commonly found in indoor
135environments. These high-impact discoveries directed attention
136to the concept that THS as a distinct entity poses health risks
137for children and adults. By 2011, both laboratory5,6 and field
138studies7,8 had produced sufficient evidence to warrant pursuing
139a programmatic research agenda to close gaps in our current
140understanding of the chemistry, exposure, toxicology, and
141health effects of THS, as well as its behavioral, economic, and
142sociocultural considerations and consequences.2 The California
143Consortium on Thirdhand Smoke was launched in 2011 and
144renewed in 2014 to carry out the research agenda.
1451.4. Objectives for This Perspective. This Perspective
146describes progress made by the Consortium and other
147investigators during the past five years, updating the review
148published in 2011.2 This multidisciplinary Perspective covers
149THS chemistry, the occurrence of tobacco-derived substances
150in real world environments, including carcinogens, the toxicity
151of THS using in vitro and animal models, studies of human
152exposure using biomarkers, possible approaches to remediation
153of THS-contaminated environments, and how the results of
154research can influence public policy to reduce THS exposure. It
155is hoped that illuminating the toxic substance exposure
156potential of THS will encourage smoking cessation and tobacco
157control efforts.
1581.5. Approach. The long-term goals of the California
159Consortium on Thirdhand Smoke are to identify the health
160effects of exposure to THS, develop environmental indicators
161and biomarkers of exposure to THS, and devise and
162disseminate evidence-based policies to prevent and remediate
163such exposures. The first three years (Phase I of the
164Consortium’s collaborative multidisciplinary research) have
165led to sufficient understanding of exposure to and the
166mechanisms by which THS causes injury in order to lay the
167groundwork for more extensive investigation of its health
168effects and their policy implications. During the two years of
169Phase II, the Consortium has continued to use its highly
170successful collaborative structure to move the research toward
171addressing the question of how much harm THS causes to
172human health. The outcomes of the Consortium’s research will
173be used to develop risk assessments as a basis for motivating
174and guiding policy development and implementation, partic-
175ularly to those groups most likely to have the highest exposures.
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2. BACKGROUND

176 2.1. Early History. Harmful emissions from combustion of
177 tobacco in cigarettes and other tobacco products have been
178 studied for decades dating back to at least the mid 1930s when
179 Roffo in Argentina identified benzo[a]pyrene in cigarette tar
180 and showed that tar induced cancer in mice.9 Some of the
181 earliest studies to link smoking and lung cancer appeared in
182 1939.10,11 The US Surgeon General Report of 196412 led to
183 widespread recognition that smoking tobacco was harmful, and
184 it described some of the mechanisms by which smoking causes
185 disease. The Surgeon General Report of 198613 documented
186 the health effects of secondhand smoke, focusing on inhalation
187 by nonsmokers (passive smoking). The indoor pollution
188 described in the first article to quantify nicotine in dust of
189 smokers’ homes14 would now be recognized as THS. By then
190 studies of the indoor dynamic behavior of SHS had shown that
191 many constituents of tobacco smoke sorb onto and desorb
192 from indoor materials, based on their volatility and affinity for
193 surfaces. Researchers had also found that rooms with THS-
194 contaminated materials can exude nicotine and other
195 compounds for long periods of time, long after smoking has
196 ended.
197 2.2. Evidence of Human Exposure. The presence and
198 amount of THS can be assessed through environmental
199 sampling in air, in dust, and on surfaces. The study mentioned
200 above14 found elevated levels of nicotine in dust collected in the
201 homes of Danish smokers, and the researchers observed a
202 strong positive association of nicotine with smoking level. They
203 concluded that nonsmokers inhale nicotine and other tobacco
204 smoke constituents from respirable dust, even if smoking does
205 not occur while the nonsmokers are present. Matt et al.7 used a
206 standardized dust sampling protocol in homes of smoking
207 mothers of infants with and without indoor smoking bans.7 In
208 addition to dust, they also observed elevated levels of nicotine
209 on household surfaces (e.g., coffee table in living room,
210 bedframe where the infant slept), and on the hands of the
211 smoking mother. Compared to infants in homes where no
212 smoking was allowed, concentrations of cotinine (a biomarker
213 for exposure to nicotine) in the urine were much higher in
214 infants whose parents smoked indoors. If the parents only
215 smoked outdoors, the infants had lower cotinine levels, but still
216 many times higher than infants of nonsmoking parents. By the
217 time the California Consortium began functioning in 2011,
218 Matt’s group had also documented THS levels in nonsmokers’
219 homes that had been recently occupied by smokers15 and in
220 used cars.16,17 Since then, nicotine and other THS constituents
221 have been found in virtually any indoor environment in which
222 tobacco has been smoked regularly, as well as in nonsmoking
223 indoor environments that are near areas frequented by smokers,
224 which will be discussed in subsequent sections of this
225 Perspective.
226 2.3. Dynamic Behavior of Tobacco Smoke Pollutants
227 in Indoor Environments. Mechanical or natural ventilation is
228 the main process by which harmful pollutant concentrations
229 can be kept at acceptable levels.8 Typical ventilation (air
230 exchange) rates in US residential and commercial buildings
231 remove most airborne indoor pollutants over just a few hours
232 by introducing cleaner outdoor air. However, ventilation alone
233 cannot achieve acceptable indoor air quality if there is
234 smoking.18 The residence time of many airborne SHS
235 constituents in indoor air is usually short. By contrast,
236 surface-bound THS constituents can remain in contact with

237indoor air for days, weeks, and months, thus providing ample
238time for chemical transformations to take place as THS on
239surfaces interact with reactive pollutants in indoor air. The
240reactive atmospheric species of outdoor origin that can drive
241these reactions are significantly depleted during the outdoor-to-
242indoor transit; e.g., indoor ozone levels are often 20−70% of
243the outdoor concentration measured simultaneously, and OH
244radicals can be reduced by more than an order magnitude
245compared with outdoor air. However, these compounds are not
246completely removed from indoor air and often drive indoor
247chemistry.19−21 Indoor combustion sources, such as gas stoves,
248may generate other reactive species, including nitrous acid
249(HONO), hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), and free radicals. Even
250though direct sunlight is absent from many indoor settings,
251recent evidence indicates that the role of direct photolysis in
252the generation of indoor OH and NO3 radicals is more
253significant than originally thought.22,23 Thus, oxygen- and
254nitrogen-containing radicals, oxidants, and nitrosating species
255can be present at levels that can support reactions of THS
256compounds with indoor pollutants. With the long residence
257times observed for surface-bound THS constituents, there is
258potential for these constituents to be slowly transformed into
259various byproducts as they age.
260Nicotine is one of the most prevalent constituents in tobacco
261smoke, and it is a critically important constituent in THS
262chemistry because of its high emission rate and its high
263concentrations and persistence on indoor surfaces.24,25 In
264contact with ozone, nicotine oxidizes, yielding numerous
265volatile and semivolatile species, as well as new ultrafine
266particles.26 Laboratory studies have revealed that several of the
267identified oxidation byproducts are multifunctional carbonyls,
268amides, N-oxides, and carboxylic acids that have an asthma
269hazard index higher than that of nicotine, indicating that
270oxidative aging may lead to more harmful residues in THS. In
271addition, reactive oxygen species were detected in secondary
272organic aerosol (SOA) formed by ozonation of nicotine.27,28

273While ozone- and OH radical-driven oxidation is a major
274pathway for indoor chemistry, other reactions also lead to the
275formation of harmful byproducts. The nitrosation of nicotine
276by HONO emitted from combustion sources (including
277smoking) produced tobacco-specific nitrosamines (TSNAs)
278on indoor surfaces.5 These TSNAs included N′-nitrosonorni-
279cotine (NNN), 4-(methylnitrosamino)-1-(3-pyridyl)-1-buta-
280none (NNK), and 4-(methylnitrosamino)-4-(3-pyridyl)butanal
281(NNA), a TSNA that is specific to THS as it is not commonly
282 s1found in fresh smoke (Scheme 1) and must be formed by
283reaction with HONO from the combustion sources. The
284mechanisms of nitrosamine formation are similar to those
285described for gas phase formation of volatile nitrosamines and
286formation of TSNAs in aqueous media.29,30 These studies
287replicated and extended unpublished research performed by
288Philip Morris in the 1980s, which revealed that TSNA
289concentrations increase over time and that secondhand
290smoke becomes more toxic as it ages.4 Interest in THS
291accelerated after these findings were uncovered because some
292TSNAs, in particular NNK and NNN, are highly carcinogenic.

3. PROGRESS AND NEW EVIDENCE
2933.1. Chemistry of THS and Approaches to Exposure
294Assessment. 3.1.1. THS Chemistry. Initial THS studies
295focused on oxidation and nitrosation processes that lead to
296the formation of semivolatile or nonvolatile byproducts that
297likely remain on indoor surfaces, as described above. More
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298 recently, the inhalable fraction of THS was also characterized in
299 laboratory and field studies to provide more insights on
300 inhalation exposure that remains highly relevant long after
301 smoking has ended.31 More than 50 volatile organic
302 compounds (VOCs) in THS were identified in a room-sized
303 chamber operating at an air exchange rate of 0.14 h−1 over 18 h
304 after smoking, including aliphatic and aromatic hydrocarbons,
305 furans, carbonyls, terpenoids, and nitriles. However, amines,
306 including nicotine, the tracer 3-ethenylpyridine (3EP), and
307 several others, were quickly removed from air during the initial
308 2 h, probably through strong adsorption to surfaces. Three of
309 the persistent VOCs exceeded levels considered harmful for 8-h
310 exposures by the State of California during all or most of the
311 18-h period: acrolein, methacrolein, and acrylonitrile. Other
312 compounds such as acetonitrile, 2-methylfuran, and 2,5-
313 dimethylfuran are potentially useful candidates for THS tracers
314 due to their persistence. Using a risk assessment approach, the
315 concentration data were used to estimate the disability-adjusted
316 life years (DALYs) lost by nonsmokers due to long-term
317 exposure to THS, in order to assess the integrated health
318 impacts. The assessment showed that particulate matter
319 emitted during smoking and that stayed airborne over several
320 hours (indexed by PM2.5) contributed the majority of the THS-
321 associated disease burden, while acrolein, furan, acrylonitrile,
322 and 1,3-butadiene were the most harmful VOCs among those
323 for which epidemiological and/or toxicological data were
324 available. It should be kept in mind that this approach carries
325 a significant level of uncertainty, partly due to the fact that there
326 are not enough data to inform the effects of hundreds of
327 compounds present in THS. In addition, the disease burden of

328particulate matter is predicted from an integrated dose−
329response model that does not account for contributions of
330individual constituents. A time-resolved analysis for comparing
331SHS and THS contributions to DALYs was used to explore
332their relative impact. The analysis led to a finding that THS
333could be responsible for 5% to 60% of the predicted total
334disease burden, depending on where the arbitrary SHS/THS
335temporal transition is placed.31

3363.1.2. Tracers for Tobacco Smoke-Derived Particulate
337Matter. Tobacco smoke is a complex mixture of particles and
338gases, which distribute themselves differently in indoor
339environments. The particles are small and distribute themselves
340widely as the air is mixed; more volatile and reactive gases are
341adsorbed onto surfaces. Numerous toxic substances are carried
342on the particulate matter (PM), but a tobacco-specific,
343environmentally stable tracer for tobacco smoke-derived
344particulate matter has been lacking. Since a model (discussed
345above) predicted that most of the toxicity of THS is due to fine
346particulate matter (PM2.5), a marker that could differentiate
347tobacco smoke-derived PM from PM derived from other
348sources, and could be used for source apportionment, would be
349valuable in THS studies.
350Solanesol32 and scopoletin33,34 have been used as environ-
351 c1mental tracers for tobacco smoke indoors (Chart 1), but both
352have nontobacco sources35 and stability issues. Solanesol is
353susceptible to oxidation by ozone or UV-induced decom-
354position.2,36,37 Scopoletin is a phenolic coumarin derivative that
355likewise would be expected to be susceptible to oxidation under
356environmental conditions, and it is present in numerous plant
357species. Long-chain hydrocarbons present in tobacco and its
358smoke, iso- and anteisoalkanes (C29−C34), have also been used
359as environmental tracers for tobacco smoke.38 These hydro-
360carbons have the advantage of stability but have nontobacco
361sources.39,40 Nicotine has been utilized as a tracer for the PM
362derived from tobacco smoke,33,34,41,42 but nicotine is volatile
363(calculated Log p = −1.52) and exists mainly in the gas phase of
364tobacco smoke collected indoors.41,43,44 If smoking at relatively
365constant levels has resulted in a steady state for its partitioning
366among the PM, the gas phase, and the surfaces to which it may
367be adsorbed, nicotine may perform well as a tracer for tobacco
368smoke-derived PM.33 This may not be the case in places where
369smoking is sporadic, as particles have different removal
370processes than gas phase nicotine. Ventilation, characteristics
371of the indoor space, such as composition furnishing and
372surfaces, could affect the partitioning of nicotine between the
373surfaces and the atmosphere.45,46

374The tripyridine alkaloid nicotelline (Chart 1) has low
375volatility (calculated Log p = −6.05), is found almost entirely
376in the particulate matter ( f p = 0.998), and its mass in aged

Scheme 1. Formation of TSNAs from the Reaction of
Nicotine and Nitrous Acid

Chart 1. Tracers of Tobacco Smoke Particulate Matter
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377 cigarette smoke is highly correlated with the mass of PM (r2 =
f1 378 0.95) (Figure 1). For these reasons, nicotelline has been

379 proposed as a tracer for tobacco smoke-derived PM and should
380 be applicable to the condensed phase in general (aerosols and
381 stagnant surfaces).35 Nicotelline concentrations have been
382 measured in a variety of materials, such as those being used
383 in THS toxicity studies described elsewhere in this Perspective,
384 in real-world samples, including house dust as described above,
385 and in PM collected outdoors, as discussed below. Approaches
386 for using nicotelline in PM source apportionment have been
387 proposed.35

388 3.1.3. Biomarkers to Distinguish THS from SHS Exposure:
389 NNA Metabolites. A major challenge is developing a biomarker
390 of exposure to distinguish THS exposure from SHS exposure.
391 Ideally, for policy and mitigation purposes, this would be a
392 substance unique to THS that is not present in significant
393 amounts in SHS, one that is formed during the aging process as
394 SHS is transformed into THS. In the pioneering studies by
395 Sleiman et al., the major TSNA formed from the reaction of
396 nicotine with nitrous acid, under conditions that modeled
397 indoor environments, was 4-methylnitrosamino-4-(3-pyridyl)-
398 butanal (NNA), as discussed above5 (Scheme 1). However,
399 NNA is rarely detected in mainstream or sidestream tobacco
400 smoke, probably because being an aldehyde, it is too reactive to
401 survive during the combustion process. Therefore, NNA is a
402 likely candidate for an environmental tracer and biomarker for
403 THS that has reacted with HONO. To evaluate this possibility,
404 an analytical method for the determination of NNA in THS
405 samples produced in the laboratory and in environmental
406 samples was developed, and NNA was administered to mice,
407 and their urine was analyzed for metabolites that might serve as
408 biomarkers.
409 Presumably due to its chemical reactivity, attempts to
410 measure NNA directly in THS samples led to erratic results,
411 and concentrations in aqueous solution declined over time
412 during storage. In addition, chromatographic separation of
413 NNA from its isomer NNK may be challenging, especially if
414 using GC-based methods.47 Analytical methods for aldehydes
415 often involve forming carbonyl adducts as derivatives to
416 enhance stability. Conversion of NNA to its pentafluorophe-
417 nylhydrazone derivative led to a satisfactory LC-MS/MS
418 method that has been applied to THS extracts and to settled

s2 419 house dust48 (Scheme 2). Since mammalian metabolites of
420 NNA had not been reported, NNA was administered to mice,
421 and urine was collected to analyze for two likely metabolites

422resulting from the reduction or oxidation of the aldehyde
423moiety, 4-(methylnitrosamino)-4-(3-pyridyl)-1-butanol (iso-
424NNAL) and the carboxylic acid 4-(methylnitrosamino)-4-(3-
425 s3pyridyl)butyric acid (iso-NNAC), respectively49 (Scheme 3).

426The NNA was administered by application to the skin because
427another objective was to determine if transdermal absorption
428could occur since skin contact with THS-contaminated surfaces
429is a possible route of exposure to toxic substances present in
430THS. To minimize the possibility of exposure through the oral
431route, NNA was applied to shaved skin behind the head, and
432animals were housed individually to prevent cross-exposure
433among animals. The amount applied was 350 ng/cm2, resulting
434in a total dose of 1.4 μg per mouse.
435LC-MS/MS methods for quantifying iso-NNAL and iso-
436NNAC in urine were developed. Determination of iso-NNAL
437was analogous to a previously reported method for
438determination of the isomeric compound NNAL, which is a
439metabolite/biomarker of the tobacco-specific lung carcinogen
4404-methylnitrosamino-1-(3-pyridyl)-1-butanone (NNK).50 De-
441termination of iso-NNAC was also performed by LC-MS/MS,
442following conversion to the pentafluorophenylhydrazide
443 s4derivative (Scheme 4). Applying these methods to urine from

4446 mice, both metabolites were detected and quantified in urine,
445demonstrating that dermal absorption of NNA had occurred
446and that the two predicted metabolites were indeed formed. iso-
447NNAC concentrations exceeded iso-NNAL concentrations by 2
448to 3 orders of magnitude, which suggests that iso-NNAC would
449 t1be the preferred biomarker of exposure49 (Table 1). The
450carcinogenic TSNA NNK was also administered to mice in
451similar fashion, and likewise, its metabolite NNAL was
452measured in urine, which demonstrated that both genotoxic
453TSNAs are absorbed through the skin.

Figure 1. Correlation of nicotelline mass with PM mass in aged
cigarette smoke from 5 US Brands. Smoke was generated from
multiple cigarettes for each brand for times ranging from 2 to 6 h.
Reproduced from ref 35. Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society.

Scheme 2. Conversion of NNA to Its
Pentafluorophenylhydrazone Derivative

Scheme 3. Metabolism of NNA to iso-NNAL and iso-NNAC

Scheme 4. Derivatization of NNA Metabolites for LC-MS/
MS Analysis
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454 However, developing NNA metabolites into biomarkers of
455 exposure is a challenge. The dose administered to the mice was
456 much higher than one would expect from human exposure in
457 the real world. In settled house dust from smokers’ homes
458 analyzed for various tobacco alkaloids and TSNA, including
459 NNA, measurable concentrations of NNA were found in house
460 dust from 4 of the 6 homes sampled; the median NNA
461 concentration was 0.46 ng/g.48 NNA was not detected in any
462 dust samples from 20 nonsmokers’ homes that were also
463 analyzed for tobacco alkaloids and TSNA. This finding, along
464 with the high recovery of the administered dose in mice
465 suggests that iso-NNAC would be a useful biomarker of
466 exposure in humans if an analytical method of sufficient
467 sensitivity could be developed. However, even if a suitable
468 method were developed, it would be necessary to demonstrate
469 that SHS exposure does not result in excretion of iso-NNAC. In
470 order to evaluate the possibility that iso-NNAC could be
471 developed into a human biomarker, Consortium studies are in
472 progress to (1) determine whether iso-NNAC is an in vitro
473 human metabolite and (2) develop an analytical method with
474 the anticipated sensitivity needed, low pg/mL or even subpg/
475 mL sensitivity as was accomplished for NNAL.50

476 3.1.3.1. NNAL/Cotinine Ratio. As discussed above, a major
477 driving force in generating interest in THS was the discovery
478 that as SHS ages, TSNA concentrations increase4 and that this
479 is likely due to the reaction of nicotine with ambient oxidant
480 gases and nitrous acid.5 Furthermore, nicotine is considerably
481 more volatile than the TSNAs. After smoking no longer takes
482 place in an indoor environment, over time it would be expected
483 that nicotine remaining on surfaces or incorporated into house
484 dust would be removed by ventilation at a greater rate than the
485 TSNAs. Therefore, as SHS ages to become THS, the ratio of
486 TSNA/nicotine should increase, due to de novo formation of
487 TSNA and faster removal of nicotine than the TSNAs. In
488 people exposed to THS, it would be expected that the exposure
489 to TSNAs relative to nicotine would be greater than that in
490 people exposed to SHS. Well-validated biomarkers exist for
491 both nicotine and the TSNA NNK, their metabolites cotinine51

492 and NNAL,52 respectively. In addition, highly sensitive
493 methods for the determination of cotinine53,54 and NNAL50

494 in human urine are available. If indeed the ratio of NNK/
495 nicotine in the environment increased over time, then the ratio
496 of the biomarkers NNAL/cotinine might serve as a biomarker
497 to assess the relative exposure to THS compared to SHS.
498 There are data consistent with this hypothesis. The NNAL/
499 cotinine ratio in urine was significantly higher for passive
500 smokers when compared with that for active smokers, which
501 would be expected on the basis of increasing NNK/nicotine
502 ratio as SHS ages.55 In a real-world environment, people
503 exposed to SHS are generally exposed to THS as well. Young
504 children, especially toddlers with parents who are smokers,
505 would be expected to have relatively more THS exposure than

506adults living with smokers because they spend more time
507playing on the floor, may ingest house dust, tend to put objects
508in their mouths, and are likely to come in contact with parents’
509clothes. On this basis, it would be expected that the NNAL/
510cotinine ratio would be higher than that of adult nonsmokers
511exposed to SHS. Indeed, the NNAL/cotinine ratio of toddlers 6
512months to 4 years in age was higher than that of adult
513 f2nonsmokers exposed to SHS56,57 (Figure 2).

514There are also real-world data suggesting that as tobacco
515smoke residues age, the NNK/nicotine ratio increases. Because
516of widespread contamination of the environment by tobacco
517smoke, tobacco alkaloids and TSNA can be detected in homes
518of nonsmokers and in the outdoor environment.48,58 In homes
519of nonsmokers, where nicotine and TSNAs come primarily
520from air and dust from outdoors, and from clothing of
521occupants exposed to smoke elsewhere, one would expect that
522the THS would have aged more than that in homes of smokers
523in which input of fresh smoke containing nicotine occurs on a
524regular basis. In a study in which nicotine and TSNAs were
525measured in homes of smokers and nonsmokers,48 the ratio of
526NNK/nicotine was higher in the homes of nonsmokers57

527(Figure 2).
528Consortium studies are in progress to further evaluate the
529NNAL/cotinine ratio as a biomarker in both field studies and in
530a laboratory study in which human subjects are being exposed
531to clothing impregnated with THS. Future studies will also
532explore the possibility that DNA adducts of NNA might serve
533as biomarkers, as proposed in the discussion on toxicology
534below.
5353.1.4. Application of Conventional Tobacco Smoke
536Tracers and Biomarkers. In the absence of validated tracers
537and biomarkers that have specificity for THS, the current best
538approach in exposure assessment studies is to use conventional
539tracers, such as tobacco alkaloids and TSNAs, and biomarkers,
540such as nicotine, other tobacco alkaloids, and TSNA
541metabolites. Self-reports from study subjects might be used to
542provide an estimate their relative exposures to SHS and THS.
543Studies using conventional tracers and biomarkers are discussed
544in subsequent sections. An ongoing human laboratory study at

Table 1. NNA Metabolites in Mouse Urine

unpublished data49

sample iso-NNAL (ng/mL) iso-NNAC (ng/mL)

M-1 3.94 389
M-2 4.16 496
M-3 4.90 286
M-4 6.05 367
M-5 2.26 206
M-6 4.00 150

Figure 2. Possible approach to distinguishing THS exposure from SHS
exposure: NNAL/cotinine ratio in urine. Panel A shows a higher ratio
in smokers as compared to SHS-exposed nonsmokers, and a still
higher ratio in infants and toddlers under the age of 2. Panel B shows a
higher ratio of NNK/nicotine in nonsmokers’ homes as compared to
smokers’ homes. These data are consistent with the loss of nicotine
due to ventilation, and formation of NNK as smoke ages and SHS is
transformed into THS. Smokers are exposed mainly to fresh smoke via
inhalation. Nonsmokers are generally exposed to a relatively larger
fraction of SHS/THS than are smokers, and toddlers are likely to be
exposed to a relatively larger fraction of THS than adults due to hand
to mouth behavior and contact with THS contaminated surfaces. Data
are from Hovell et al.,56 Jacob et al.,57 and Whitehead et al.48
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545 the University of California, San Francisco will accomplish pure
546 THS exposure, at least over a short time frame, by exposing the
547 subjects to THS-contaminated clothing and measuring cotinine
548 and NNAL excreted in urine.
549 3.2. Toxicology. 3.2.1. Generation of THS Samples for
550 Toxicology Studies. Generation and characterization of THS
551 samples for toxicological studies has been a major endeavor of
552 the California Consortium on Thirdhand Smoke. Different
553 laboratories have successfully used a variety of methods for
554 generating THS samples under controlled conditions.5,59,60

555 These test samples consist primarily of materials (fabrics or
556 paper) that have been impregnated with cigarette smoke, either
557 sidestream, or a mixture of sidestream and mainstream. Most
558 methods employ flow cells, in which cigarette smoke flows
559 through a chamber containing substrates. The important factors
560 to consider when generating standardized THS samples include
561 smoke concentration, flow rate, time, substrate, and storage
562 conditions. Smoking machines generate either sidestream
563 smoke or a mixture of sidestream and mainstream smoke,
564 and they provide more consistent smoke than human smokers
565 and can operate continuously. For exposure to materials, the
566 machine-generated SS or SS+MS is diluted with particle free
567 ambient air before exposure to materials. Flow rates can be set
568 to match air exchange rates in homes and public buildings so
569 that the air volume in the chamber turns over between 2 and
570 0.5 times per hour.61−64 The quantity of smoke can be tracked
571 by simply counting cigarettes, or, more accurately, by
572 measuring the change in concentration of aged SS for each
573 episode of SS exposure, as measured by gravimetry. THS
574 deposition to a sample of material will depend on the surface
575 chemistry of the material and the total amount of THS PM that
576 entered the exposure chamber in a long series of smoking
577 episodes before the material was removed from the chamber.
578 This method was used to derive the estimates of surface loading
579 of THS (in μg·cm−2) that are included in the studies discussed
580 in the genotoxicity and cytotoxicity sections of this Perspective.
581 Because chemical change is a defining characteristic of THS,
582 time is a critical factor in generating THS samples. The
583 duration of exposure and the elapsed time between the last
584 smoke exposure and storage should be known. Experiments
585 have shown that some of the toxins in THS on paper degrade
586 when the samples are stored at room temperature.65 Some of
587 the compounds in THS are volatile, labile, and/or sensitive to
588 UV degradation, so samples should be protected from light and
589 packed in containers impermeable to volatile organic
590 compounds. Storage at −20 °C is recommended, but well-
591 packaged specimens can be shipped at room temperature.
592 For in vitro studies with cell and tissue cultures, many
593 investigators have extracted THS from paper or cloth samples
594 by agitating the paper or cloth in cell culture media, squeezing
595 out the liquid, and centrifuging to remove fibers. These
596 aqueous extracts of THS contain only the subset of THS
597 chemicals that are soluble in the media, which typically contain
598 salts, nutrients, and proteins. For studies in animals, THS-
599 exposed materials can be put into animal cages, or the entire
600 cage and bedding can be exposed to cigarette smoke and then
601 used to house the animals, as described below. Concentrations
602 of selected tobacco smoke constituents, including nicotine,
603 other tobacco alkaloids, and TSNAs are used as a measure of
604 THS loading on fabrics or potency of extracts.
605 3.2.2. Genotoxicity. THS and its specific constituents, such
606 as TSNAs, can cause significant molecular and cellular changes
607 in vitro and in vivo at concentrations that are relevant to real

608world exposures. Sleiman et al.5 estimated the levels of TSNAs
609found on indoor surfaces: NNA, 2.2−3500 ng/m2, and NNK,
6100.31−500 ng/m2, depending on the indoor matrix used for
611testing. Whereas in our studies using cell cultures the amounts
612of NNA added to the cells were at concentrations of 0.39−1.82
613ng/mL, and for NNK 0.51−7.2 ng/mL, these values calculated
614on a per mL basis are comparable to the total amounts of NNA
615and NNK deposited per square meter of surface area and
616perhaps on the low end of the estimated range for indoor
617surface concentrations. Research on detection and identification
618of adducts and strand breaks in THS-treated DNA has revealed
619the genotoxic potential of THS exposure. Specific adduct(s)
620identified from the reactions with THS may prove useful as
621molecular biomarkers of exposure to THS.
6223.2.2.1. THS-Induced Formation of DNA Strand Breaks.
623The genotoxic potential of THS and its known constituents was
624assessed in human cell lines using two in vitro assays.66 THS
625cellulose paper substrates were generated in both Lawrence
626Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL) and the University of
627California, San Francisco (UCSF) using systems that simulated
628short (acute)- and long (chronic)-term exposures. The acute
629THS sample papers were exposed to cigarette smoke (SS +
630MS) for 1 day, followed by 32 h of aging in the smoking
631chamber. The estimated THS surface loading was <500 μg·
632cm−2. The chronic THS sample papers were exposed to
633cigarette smoke (SS + MS) for 258 h over 192 days, leading to
634an estimated THS loading of 3 μg·cm−2.60 The acute and
635chronic paper substrates were then extracted in cell culture
636medium. Twenty-four hour exposure of human HepG2 cells to
637samples either acutely exposed or chronically exposed to THS
638resulted in significant increases in DNA strand breaks in the
639 f3alkaline Comet assay66 (Figure 3). Cell cultures exposed to
640NNA alone showed significantly higher levels of DNA strand
641breaks than controls in the same assay, similar to NNK in
642parallel experiments. Most recently, a phospho-H2AX (γ-
643H2AX) and p53BP1 colocalization approach was utilized to

Figure 3. (A) Effect of acute THS and THS+HONO. HepG2 cells
were exposed to samples at 37 °C for 24 h. The extent of DNA
damage was analyzed by % DNA in the tail to total DNA from 90 cells.
(B) HepG2 cells were exposed to chronic THS at varying dilutions
under identical conditions as described above. HONO = nitrous acid.
Reproduced with permission from ref 66. Copyright 2013 Bo Hang
and Oxford University Press.
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644 confirm the formation of double-strand breaks (DSBs) in
645 cultured human BEAS-2B cells following exposure to THS
646 exposure.67 Histone H2AX is specifically phosphorylated at the
647 sites of DSBs, and γ-H2AX foci detection has been used as a
648 very efficient method to demonstrate colocalization of other
649 damage responsive proteins to DSBs, such as p53BP1. DSBs
650 are the most harmful type of DNA damage, as both strands of
651 the DNA duplex are compromised.
652 3.2.2.2. THS-Induced Oxidative DNA Damage. Using the
653 long amplicon−qPCR (LA-qPCR) assay, aqueous extracts of
654 THS on paper caused significantly higher levels of oxidative
655 DNA damage in both HPRT and POLB genes in cultured
656 human lung BEAS-2B cells than controls. LA-qPCR is highly
657 sensitive to oxidative DNA damage when coupled with the
658 repair enzyme formamidopyrimidine DNA glycosylase (Fpg)
659 that is specific for incision of oxidized purine lesions. These
660 results suggest that THS exposure may cause oxidative damage
661 in DNA that could be an important contributing factor in THS-
662 mediated cellular toxicity.66

663 To further confirm the effect of THS on the accumulation of
664 oxidative DNA lesions, the oxidative stress-induced DNA
665 damage in mouse skin wounds exposed to THS was measured
666 using the LA-qPCR assay.68 THS exposure caused increased
667 levels of oxidative DNA damage in mouse Polβ and β-Globin
668 genes in the DNA samples from the THS-exposed skin
669 wounds. This finding was in agreement with two other
670 important observations in the same samples: (1) a significant
671 increase in the levels of malondialdehyde (MDA), a marker for
672 lipid peroxidation, and (2) high levels of 8-oxo-dG, a major
673 oxidation product in DNA that causes G:C to T:A transversion

f4 674 and is associated with many disease mechanisms (Figure 4).
675 Overall, these findings suggest that THS exposure causes
676 oxidative DNA damage in both in vitro and in vivo systems.
677 Oxidative DNA damage can lead to mutations, which can in
678 turn lead to cancer.
679 3.2.2.3. NNA-Induced Formation of DNA Adducts. It is well
680 accepted that formation of DNA adducts, especially bulky
681 adducts, plays a central role in smoking-induced mutagenesis
682 and carcinogenesis. If DNA adducts are not repaired, they can
683 cause miscoding during DNA replication, thus leading to
684 mutations.69−71 With the use of LC-ESI-MS/MS and 2D NMR,
685 several adducts from the in vitro reaction of NNA with

f5 686 deoxyguanosine (dG) were identified (Figure 5).67 In addition
687 to N1-, O6-methyl-dG and 8-oxo-dG, two modifications that are
688 novel in structure were identified. (1) 1,N2-NNA-dG: On
689 HPLC chromatography, this adduct was the major adduct
690 (peak 34.264) (Figure 5). The UV spectrum showed λmax270
691 nm, 285 nm, and λmin 250 nm. ES-MS/MS revealed a product
692 of m/z 455.17 for (M+1)+, which appears to result from the
693 condensation of NNA and dG with the elimination of H2O and
694 oxidative removal of hydrogen atoms occurring after addition of
695 neutral C10H9N3 O to dG. The chemical structure of the adduct
696 proposed in Figure 5 is based on ESI-MS/MS and 2D NMR
697 experiments.67 Given that NNA is highly selective for THS, this
698 bulky covalent adduct would be a good candidate biomarker of
699 THS exposure (see below). (2) 5′,3′-dimethyl-dG: NNA also
700 causes novel sugar damage (Figure 5), which would lead to the
701 breakage of the DNA backbone if this lesion were formed in
702 THS-exposed cells. NNA also reacts with deoxycytosine (dC)
703 in vitro as well, forming several products on C18-HPLC
704 (unpublished data).
705 3.2.2.4. THS-Induced Metabolome Changes in Vitro.
706 Exposure to THS extracts in two rodent male reproductive

707cell lines, GC-2 and TM-4, caused significant alterations in the
708metabolome.72 At low THS concentrations that yielded normal
709cell viability, cell cycle, apoptosis, and ROS production,
710glutathione metabolism in GC-2 cells and nucleic acid and
711ammonia metabolism in TM-4 cells were changed significantly.
712RT-PCR analyses of mRNAs for enzyme genes showed changes
713in the expression levels of genes that encode enzymes involved
714in glutathione, nucleic acid, and ammonia metabolism. A
715metabolomic approach could help identify biomarkers for
716exposure and risk assessment in THS-related research.

Figure 4. Oxidative DNA lesions induced by THS. Above: Formation
of oxidative DNA damage in two mouse b-globin genes, as detected by
LA-QPCR. Below: 8-oxo-dG detection using an 8-oxo-dG DNA
damage assay. Adapted from ref 68. Copyright 2016 Elsevier.

Figure 5. NNA reaction product with dG was separated by reverse
phase (C18) chromatography and analyzed by UV spectroscopy, ESI-
MS/MS and 2D-NMR. Data are from Hang et al.67
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717 3.2.3. Studies in Cultured Cells: What Studies with
718 Cultured Cells Can Tell Us about Human Health. Cells in
719 culture can be used to study how environmental chemicals,
720 such as THS, affect cellular processes, such as stress and
721 survival, and can lead to a better understanding of how THS
722 affects human health.73−75 Numerous assays can be done in
723 vitro with different cell types, using different concentrations of
724 THS, and different experimental conditions. Assays can be
725 acute or chronic, end points can be single or multiplexed, and
726 designs can be low- or high-throughput.76 Stem cells and
727 differentiated cells from any organ can be compared, and THS
728 can be studied independently from SHS. In vitro work can
729 either establish a foundation upon which in vivo work with
730 animals and humans can be based or it can provide a means to
731 study results obtained in vivo in more depth.
732 There are relatively few in vitro studies on THS, in contrast
733 to the vast literature dealing with mainstream (MS) and
734 sidestream (SS) cigarette smoke.77 Most in vitro work has been
735 done with extracts of THS from fabrics or other matrices
736 exposed in controlled laboratory conditions or in some cases
737 using samples that came from simulated field sites.66,78−81 It
738 can be hypothesized that some of the effects that are well

739established for MS and SS smoke may also occur with exposure
740to THS.
7413.2.3.1. Testing the Effect of THS on Cell Health Using
742Laboratory Controlled Conditions. Controlled laboratory
743experiments have been done to test the cytotoxicity of THS
744that was created and aged in a simulated car parked outdoors
745and in an exposure chamber that models an indoor space (such
746as an office) without windows.78 In the car experiment, both car
747seat cover fabric and floor carpeting were tested. Using live cell
748imaging, THS extracts inhibited cell proliferation. When mouse
749neural stem cells (mNSC) and human pulmonary fibroblasts
750(hPF) were tested in the Comet assay, which measures DNA
751strand breaks, both the seat cover and carpet extracts of THS
752 f6increased the percentage of cells with DNA damage (Figure 6).
753Similar data have also been shown in HepG2 cells exposed to
754THS extracted from terry cloth in cell culture media.66

755In an experimental chamber designed for exposures to
756cigarette smoke,60 terry cloth was exposed to cigarette smoke
757over a period of 16 months. The surface loading of THS on the
758terrycloth was 1.2 μg·cm−2. The effects of THS accumulation
759were assessed in the MTT assay, which measures mitochondrial
760reductase activity and can be used to assess cell survival and

Figure 6. Summary of the effects of THS on cultured stem cells. In a simulated car experiment, THS extracts caused cell death and DNA strand
breaks. In the VOC pathway, whole THS extracts and phenol, DMF, and acrolein killed various cell types at relatively high concentrations. Acrolein
was the most potent of the three VOCs. Low concentrations of acrolein affected the expression of genes involved in the cell cycle in hPF resulting in
decreased proliferation. In the non-VOC pathway, THS caused SIMH accompanied by downregulation of Fis1 and genes that decrease MMP. SIMH
was accompanied by increase in MMP, ATP, and superoxide.
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761 health (Figure 6).82 Toxicity was observed in extracts taken
762 from terry cloth exposed to the equivalent of 54 cigarettes over
763 an 8-month period. The surface loading of THS on the terry
764 cloth was 0.7 μg·cm−2. This was considered a low dose of THS
765 compared to the 4800 cigarettes that would be consumed by a
766 pack-a-day smoker over an 8-month period. Toxicity returned
767 to control values when smoking was stopped for several
768 months, suggesting that the toxicity was due to volatile organic
769 compounds (VOCs). However, when fabrics were extracted
770 with culture medium containing serum protein, toxicity
771 increased significantly, even in extracts that had been exposed
772 to THS for only 4 months. Protein apparently removed a
773 toxicant(s) that was not volatile. This idea was supported by
774 the observation that extracts made with protein in the culture
775 medium did not lose their toxicity when preincubated at 37 °C
776 without cells for up to 72 h, which would be sufficient time for
777 VOCs to escape. Fabrics that were aged for 2 months in the
778 chamber without smoking had reduced cytotoxicity even when
779 the extraction medium contained protein, suggesting that
780 longer periods of aging do result in the loss of some of the
781 protein extractable toxicants.
782 Similar results have been obtained using rat HepG2 cells
783 exposed to THS extracts from laboratory experiments (1, 3, 5,
784 10, 15, or 20 cigarettes in a 27.6 L acrylic chamber) and
785 samples collected from a smoker’s home (60 cigarettes smoked
786 over 3 days).81 Both cotton and paper samples were tested. The
787 MTT assay, the neutral red uptake (NRU) assay, and trypan
788 blue staining were used to assess cell viability when treated with
789 aqueous THS extracts. Effects were observed in all assays
790 indicating damage to the mitochondria (MTT), lysosomal
791 compartment (NRU), and plasma membrane (trypan blue).
792 Both laboratory-generated THS and samples collected from
793 smokers’ homes showed toxicity in these assays. Together,
794 these results show that even low levels of THS contain volatile
795 and semivolatile toxicants that build up on surfaces and that
796 these toxicants can inhibit cell proliferation and impair cell
797 survival in a dose dependent manner.
798 3.2.3.2. Identification of Volatile Organic Compounds in
799 THS That Are Toxic to Cultured Cells. Cigarette smoke
800 contains numerous volatile chemicals that cause harm to cells
801 and interfere with cellular processes.83−86 Because VOCs
802 desorb from sites of THS deposition28 and form from chemical
803 reactions of THS on surfaces, they could induce harm in
804 humans occupying indoor spaces where VOCs are being
805 emitted. To test this possibility, pieces of terry cloth were
806 exposed to THS from the equivalent of 133 cigarettes over an
807 11-month period (Figure 6).79 The estimated surface loading
808 was 1.1 μg·cm−2. The fabric was aged 11 months in a sealed
809 bag, then extracted and tested for cytoxicity using mouse neural
810 stem cells (mNSC) in the MTT assay. Conditions were first
811 optimized to extract THS-exposed cotton fabric (terry cloth).
812 Extracts lost potency when the headspace of the extraction
813 vessel was large or when extracts were allowed to age before
814 testing, suggesting that VOCs were responsible for the
815 observed cytotoxicity.
816 To understand how THS affects cells, live cell imaging
817 experiments were done on cultured cells undergoing THS
818 exposure. Analysis of time-lapse videos revealed that THS
819 caused a concentration-dependent inhibition of cell growth,
820 fragmentation of cells, vesiculation, and impaired motility. The
821 effects on motility correlated with depolymerization of the actin
822 filaments and microtubules by THS. This effect was lost when
823 extracts of THS were aged before testing, again suggesting that

824VOCs were producing the effect. Cells were then screened for
825cytotoxicity using a library of 26 authentic standards of VOCs
826known to be present in cigarette smoke or THS (Figure 6).31,87

827In the MTT assay, only three of the 26 chemicals in the screen
828(phenol, 2,5-dimethylfuran, and acrolein) showed significant
829cytotoxicity when tested with mNSC, human pulmonary
830fibroblasts (hPF), and human lung epithelial cells (A549).
831Toxicity was not increased when media containing test
832chemicals were replaced every 4 h for 24 h, suggesting that
833the toxic effects are exerted early in exposure and do not
834increase with addition of fresh test chemical. Since THS
835chemicals are normally presented to an exposed individual as a
836mixture, not as individual chemicals, the three toxic VOCs were
837tested in combination. The MTT dose−response curves were
838shifted to the left, indicating increased cytotoxicity when
839acrolein, phenol, and 2,5-dimethylfuran were tested together.
840These results further demonstrated the importance of testing
841mixtures of THS chemicals when evaluating cytotoxicity.
842Acrolein, which was the most potent of the toxic VOCs, was
843further tested in a live cell imaging assay (Figure 6). Like THS,
844acrolein caused cell death at high concentrations (10−5 M) and
845inhibited proliferation at low concentrations (10−6 M). Taking
846into account the rapid removal of free of acrolein by its binding
847to proteins in the culture medium, the effective concentration
848of acrolein in vitro would have been 10 to 100 lower than 10−6

849M and would bracket the concentration of acrolein emitted
850from THS exposed materials.31 However, acrolein did not cause
851blebbing, fragmentation, vesiculation, or inhibition of motility,
852as was the case for THS, suggesting that there are additional, as
853yet unidentified, chemicals in THS that alter these processes.
854Gene expression arrays were used to determine how acrolein
855slowed proliferation of cultured cells (Figure 6). Low
856concentrations of acrolein (10−6 M) inhibited expression of
857TFDP1, which functions in the transition from the G1 to S
858phase of mitosis. In addition, Casp3, which plays a role in
859transitioning of cells from G2 into the M phase of the cell cycle,
860was down regulated. Wee1 expression increased, which would
861inhibit transition from G2 into the M phase of the cycle, and
862AnaPC2 was down regulated, which would inhibit movement of
863chromosomes into anaphase during the M phase of division.
864Taken together, these data show that acrolein can target
865multiple steps in the cell cycle in a manner that would slow cell
866proliferation.
8673.2.3.3. Stress-Induced Mitochondrial Hyperfusion. Mito-
868chondria are vital organelles that perform numerous functions
869in cells. They have unique regenerative properties and can
870maintain their homeostasis by undergoing rounds of fission and
871fusion that enable unhealthy mitochondria to either be revived
872or targeted for mitophagy (destruction).88,89 Maintenance of a
873healthy pool of mitochondria is essential for cell health, and
874many diseases are due to mitochondrial malfunctioning.90

875Recent work has shown that mNSC undergo a process called
876“stress-induced mitochondrial hyperfusion” (SIMH) in re-
877sponse to THS exposure.80 SIMH is characterized by the fusion
878of small round mitochondria into tubes, networks, and loops
879(Figure 6). The fused mitochondria differ from untreated
880controls in having an increased mitochondrial membrane
881potential (MMP), which can be visualized by labeling cells with
882 f7Mitotracker Red (Figure 7). This effect is concentration
883dependent and can be observed when cells are treated with
884THS extracts from cloth that was exposed to as few as 11
885cigarettes.80
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886 The increase in MMP is accompanied by an increase in ATP
887 production, the molecular fuel that provides energy for cellular
888 processes (Figure 6).80 This increase in ATP may be necessary
889 to cope with the stress induced by THS exposure. The increase
890 in ATP was accompanied by an increase in reactive oxygen
891 species (specifically superoxide), which are potentially danger-
892 ous and can damage cellular molecules. The Mitotimer protein,
893 which localizes in mitochondria and fluoresces green in newly
894 synthesized mitochondrial proteins but changes to red
895 fluorescence as oxidation of protein increases was used to
896 show that SIMH is accompanied by an increase in oxidation of
897 mitochondrial proteins. While this does not immediately kill
898 cells, it does signal that mitochondria are unhealthy and that
899 they are slowly being damaged by THS exposure.
900 When cells were exposed to a relatively low dose of THS for
901 15 days, they maintained a strong MMP and increased their
902 rate of cell proliferation.80 However, by 30 days of exposure, the
903 same cells had lost their MMP, indicative of nonfunctional
904 mitochondria, and cell proliferation had slowed. Gene
905 expression data suggested that SIMH was brought about by
906 the downregulation of (1) the Fis1 gene which is needed for
907 mitochondrial fission; lack of sufficient Fis1 would favor
908 mitochondrial fusion; (2) Ucp genes that function in reducing
909 the MMP; down regulation of this group of genes would favor
910 an increase in MMP; and (3) pro-apoptotic genes, such as Tspo
911 and Bid, which would decrease the probably of apoptosis
912 occurring. Suppression of these genes by THS treatment is
913 consistent with the observed results of increased mitochondrial
914 fusion, increased MMP, and decreased apoptosis during 15 days
915 of treatment. All of these alterations in gene expression support
916 the idea that SIMH is a pro-survival mechanism.
917 3.2.3.4. Relationship between in Vitro Studies and Human
918 Health. In vitro studies on THS extracts have shown a dose−
919 response relationship between exposure and response. The
920 main responses observed to date at doses that do not kill cells
921 have included the inhibition of proliferation, damage to DNA,
922 alteration of the cytoskeleton and inhibition of motility, and
923 induction of SIMH. Any of these responses could have effects
924 on cell, organ, and human health. These effects may not be

925immediate, for example, SIMH may lead to cell death if THS
926stress is chronic; however, cells are not killed outright by
927SIMH, so effects on human health may take time to develop, as
928is also the case with conventional cigarette smoking. Any of
929these reported effects may contribute to morbidity which may
930worsen with longer exposures. Of particular concern would be
931changes to DNA, which if not properly repaired could
932eventually lead to cancer, one of the hallmarks of cigarette
933smoking.3 The accumulation of carcinogens, such as TSNAs, is
934also a concern and could promote unwanted changes in DNA.
935One study has shown that a toddler mouthing a small piece of
936cloth exposed to THS from about 133 cigarettes would receive
937a TSNA exposure about 16-fold higher than the inhalation
938exposure of a passive smoker.66 This model is based on the
939combined levels of NNK, NNN, and NNA, which may not be
940equally carcinogenic, which may change in concentration
941during aging, and which may be affected by ingestion as a
942mixture, rather than as isolated TSNAs.
943In vitro studies have been done with various cell types,
944including stem cells, which were often more sensitive to THS
945exposure than differentiated cells. While very preliminary in
946nature, this observation should be pursued in the future as
947damage to stem cell populations may compromise health.
948Developing organisms are often more sensitive to environ-
949mental chemicals than adults, making studies on the prenatal
950and early postnatal periods of life particularly important.91 In
951considering how in vitro studies relate to human health, it is
952important to consider dosage, and much more evidence is
953needed on THS exposure in real-world settings. We do know
954that responses to THS in cell cultures are dose-dependent. In
955most in vitro work to date, concentrations of THS extracts have
956been quite low. For example, the aqueous extract of cloth
957exposed to the equivalent of 11 cigarettes produced cytotoxic
958effects even when diluted. The assays with acrolein produced
959effects at a 10−6 M concentration, and combining toxicants in
960THS increased the potency. Future in vitro studies will continue
961to establish a foundation upon which our understanding of
962THS can expand and will provide models for examining the
963molecular effects of THS in greater depth.
9643.2.4. Animal Toxicity Studies. Separating THS exposure
965from SHS exposure is a challenge in both animal and human
966studies. An exposure system for mice that mimics exposure of
967humans to THS in homes of smokers has been developed
968 f8(Figure 8). Using a smoking machine (Teague Enterprises, Inc.,
969Woodland, CA92) designed for exposing rodents to cigarette
970smoke, common household fabrics are placed in empty mouse
971cages and subjected to SHS exposure.59 Cages contain materials
972commonly present in homes; 10 g of curtain material (cotton),
97310 g of upholstery (cotton and fiber), and two 16 in2 pieces of
974carpet (fiber) to maintain equal exposure levels across
975experimental groups. Two packs of 3R4F research cigarettes
976were smoked each day, 5 days/week. All cigarettes were
977smoked and stored in accordance with the Federal Trade
978Commission (FTC) smoking regimen.93 Smoke was routed to
979a mixing compartment and distributed between two exposure
980chambers, each containing 4 cages with the materials. The
981materials were always exposed to the same level of SHS by
982adjusting the machine to deliver the same total particulate
983matter (TPM) to the chambers containing the cages with the
984materials. The levels of TPM were adjusted to fall within those
985found by the EPA in the homes of smokers (in the homes of
986smokers, 15−35 μg/m3; in our machine, 30± 5 μg/m3).

Figure 7. THS induces mitochondrial fusion. (Top panel) In controls,
mNSC mitochondria are small and round in shape. In THS treatment
groups (30 and 100%), mitochondria fuse together to form tubes,
networks, and loops. THS induces an increase in mitochondrial
membrane potential (MMP) (lower panel). mNSC treated with THS
then incubated in Mitotracker Red show increased fluorescence
relative to untreated controls, indicative of an increase in MMP.
Reproduced with permission from ref 80. Copyright 2016 Oxford
University Press.
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987 At the end of each week, cages were removed from the
988 exposure chamber, bagged, and transported to the vivarium
989 where mice were placed into the cages. For the next week, an
990 identical set of cages and fabric was then prepared and exposed
991 to smoke in the same way as that described above. Using two
992 sets of cages and material, each of which was exposed on
993 alternate weeks, ensured that mice always inhabited cages
994 containing fabric that had been aged and with fresh THS at any
995 given week (Figure 8). Throughout the exposure period, hair
996 was removed weekly from the backs of the mice to mimic the
997 bare skin of humans. This was done to mimic human skin that
998 has very little hair. The back, rather than the belly was chosen
999 because the belly is difficult to shave, and because mice burrow
1000 into the THS-exposed material, which is placed in the corner of
1001 the cage, there should be little effect on exposure. The
1002 experimental group was exposed to THS from right after
1003 weaning (3 weeks of age) to 24 weeks; the control group was
1004 never exposed to THS. The mice were fed a standard chow diet
1005 (percent calories: 58% carbohydrate, 28.5% protein, and 13.5%
1006 fat).
1007 Using this system, the median NNAL level in the urine of
1008 THS-exposed mice was similar to that of a cohort of 50 infants/
1009 toddlers aged 0.5 to 4 years exposed to SHS, which suggests
1010 that the exposure system mimics exposure of children in the
1011 homes of smokers reasonably well.59 However, the possibility of
1012 differences in metabolism of NNK to NNAL in children as
1013 compared to adults is a factor that cannot be ruled out. When
1014 examining the effects of THS exposure on the mice under these
1015 conditions, several physiological functions were altered.59

1016 3.2.4.1. THS Effects on Skin. It has long been known that
1017 smokers’ wounds heal poorly.94 This is of particular concern for
1018 postsurgical wound healing. As a consequence, surgeons
1019 commonly recommend or require cessation of smoking for at
1020 least 4 weeks prior to surgery. The early effects of smoking that
1021 cause constriction of blood vessels are reversible in less than an
1022 hour after smoking, whereas the deficiencies in the inflamma-
1023 tory response do not return to normal until approximately 4
1024 weeks after cessation,94 and it is not known how long it takes
1025 for the damage to cells to be reversed. The wounds of mice
1026 exposed to THS took longer to heal and showed characteristics
1027 that are conducive to reopening, such as heavy keratinization of
1028 the epithelium.59 The expression of numerous genes for
1029 keratins and keratin-associated proteins that are normally

1030produced for hair and nails was increased. Also, the level of
1031fibrillar collagen was greatly decreased in THS-exposed
1032animals; the majority of collagen is not fibrillar and appears
1033to be degraded, an observation consistent with gene array
1034analysis showing a decrease in expression of tissue-inhibitor
1035metalloproteinase 1 (TIMP1), an inhibitor of matrix metal-
1036loproteinases. The delay in wound closure is accompanied by
1037decreased amounts of fibrillar collagen in the healing tissue and
1038marked reduction of strength of wound tissue. This effect, in
1039conjunction with the presence of keratins that convey rigidity to
1040the epithelium and cells rich in contractile filaments, could
1041cause or contribute to reopening of surgical wounds in smokers
1042and, potentially, for those exposed to SHS and THS.
10433.2.4.2. THS Effects on Lung. With THS exposure, the walls
1044of the alveoli of the mice were disrupted and the alveoli
1045contained secretions.59 Some areas of the respiratory
1046bronchioles, the alveoli of the THS-exposed mice showed
1047leukocyte infiltration, in particular macrophages, indicating
1048inflammation. In the interstitial tissue, excessive disorganized
1049collagen fibers suggesting fibrosis were observed.59 The
1050elevated level of interstitial collagen, the thickened walls of
1051some alveoli, the presence of macrophages in the walls of those
1052alveoli and the increase in pro-inflammatory cytokines all
1053suggest the possibility of increased risk for development of lung
1054fibrosis in people who have been exposed to THS for
1055prolonged periods of time. It is also possible that THS-exposed
1056people have an increased susceptibility to toxicity from drugs
1057that induce lung fibrosis.95−97

10583.2.4.3. THS Effects on Liver. THS stimulates accumulation
1059of fat in the hepatocytes (steatosis), giving the liver a pale red
1060color compared to the deep red in normal liver, which was seen
1061in 30% of the animals. The affected liver tissue contained large
1062lipid droplets, whereas the droplets in control animals were very
1063small. THS-exposed animals had greater amount of lipid with
1064greater increase of triglycerides.59 Lipid elevation of more than
10655% above normal fat indicates that steatosis has progressed to
1066nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD), a condition that,
1067with prolonged exposure, can lead to fibrosis, cirrhosis, and
1068cancer in humans. The blood of animals exposed to THS
1069showed significantly elevated levels of triglycerides and low-
1070density lipoprotein (LDL, bad cholesterol), whereas levels of
1071high-density lipoprotein (HDL, good cholesterol) were
1072significantly decreased.59 These changes in liver metabolism
1073have potential implications for cardiovascular disease and
1074stroke.98−103 It is also possible that THS-exposure may
1075aggravate drug-induced damage (e.g., by acetaminophen) at
1076doses that normally would not be damaging.
10773.2.4.4. THS Effects on Metabolism. THS-exposed animals
1078had elevated fasting glucose levels that would be classified as
1079prediabetic, and they were significantly less efficient than
1080control animals in using insulin to bring down blood glucose
1081levels when an insulin tolerance test was performed.59,104

1082Similarly, glucose tolerance testing showed that THS-exposed
1083mice handle the introduced glucose much less effectively than
1084controls.59,104 The elevated triglycerides, increased LDL,
1085decreased HDL and defects in insulin metabolism are elements
1086of “metabolic syndrome,” a condition that predisposes humans
1087to stroke, coronary artery disease and type 2 diabetes.99−103

1088These results are consistent with findings that show that
1089tobacco smoke exposure and active smoking contribute to
1090insulin resistance and could be associated with metabolic
1091syndrome in US adolescent children.104

Figure 8. THS exposure system for studies in mice.
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1092 Subsequent studies were performed to examine the insulin
1093 signaling pathway that brings glucose into cells. Reduced levels
1094 of the insulin receptor, phosphoinositide 3-kinase (PI3K) and
1095 AKT (also known as protein kinase B), all important molecules
1096 in insulin signaling and glucose uptake by cells were
1097 observed.104 The inhibition of this signaling pathway results
1098 in the Glut4 (glucose) transporter remaining in the cytosol
1099 instead of being transported to the plasma membrane to allow
1100 the entrance of glucose into the cell. This will result in
1101 accumulation of glucose in the bloodstream (hyperglycemia).
1102 The effects on THS-induced insulin resistance were determined
1103 to be due to oxidative stress that causes damage to proteins,

f9 1104 lipids, and DNA, key molecules in cellular function104 (Figure
f9 1105 9). To confirm that oxidative stress is important in the THS-

1106 induced insulin resistance, mice exposed to THS were treated
1107 with the antioxidants N-acetyl cysteine (NAC) and alpha-
1108 tocopherol (α-toc), which significantly reversed oxidative stress,
1109 molecular damage, and insulin resistance. Conversely, feeding
1110 the mice a western diet while exposing them to THS increased
1111 oxidative stress and aggravated hyperglycemia and hyper-
1112 insulinemia. These results indicate that THS exposure results in
1113 insulin resistance similar to nonobese type II diabetes (NODII)
1114 through oxidative stress.104

1115 3.2.4.5. THS Effects on Coagulation and Thrombosis. It is
1116 well-known that FHS and SHS increase the risk of coronary
1117 thrombosis.3 However, it is not known whether exposure to
1118 THS has similar effects. We found that mice exposed to THS as
1119 described above have enhanced platelet aggregation and
1120 secretion responses. Furthermore, THS increases the speed of
1121 coagulation and cause of thrombosis suggesting that this form
1122 of smoke increases the risk of thrombosis-related disease.105

1123 3.2.4.6. THS Effects on Behavior. In initial studies, THS-
1124 exposed animals appeared hyperactive.59 To examine this in
1125 more detail, the mice were subjected to the Open Field test.
1126 Individual mice were placed in the Open Field, and walking,
1127 stationary, and rearing behaviors were assessed, as well as the
1128 frequency of transition from one of these behaviors to another.
1129 THS-exposed mice spent significantly more time walking, much
1130 less time standing still, and more time rearing than control
1131 mice. The frequency of transitions between these behaviors
1132 showed a similar pattern. In particular, THS-exposed mice were
1133 almost constantly in motion, whereas control mice were
1134 stationary for a considerable fraction of the time. Other exposed
1135 and nonexposed mice were studied in the Open Field test using

1136Ethovision 7.1 video tracking software to track mice
1137 f10individually for an hour59 (Figure 10). Again, the THS-exposed

1138mice covered longer distances at higher velocities and spent
1139significantly more time in the periphery of the field. The
1140difference in behavior between the two groups was particularly
1141striking in the first 2 min during which the THS-exposed mice
1142moved on average at high but decreasing velocity and the last
114310 min of the hour in which the control mice showed on
1144average little activity, whereas the THS-exposed mice remained
1145very active. These studies indicate that THS-exposed mice are
1146hyperactive.59

11473.2.4.7. THS Effects on the Weight of Mice Exposed during
1148Development and Weaning. The effects of THS exposure on
1149the weight of mice exposed during pregnancy through weaning
1150(postnatal day 21) and from birth until weaning were
1151studied.106 In both cases, the THS-exposed mice weighed less
1152than the nonexposed mice. This was seen in both males and
1153females. When the mice were removed to a nonexposed setting
1154and followed over time, the THS-exposed mice regained the
1155weight to be similar to that of nonexposed mice. Furthermore,
1156at 17 weeks of age, both males and females exposed to THS
1157during the first 3 weeks of life had altered white blood
1158counts.106 The eosinophil number was significantly higher in
1159both genders, together with increased basophils in male mice
1160and increased neutrophils in female mice. FACS analysis
1161showed that early exposure to THS caused a significantly
1162increased percentage of B-cells and T-suppressor cells, with
1163decreased percentage of myeloid cells in adult mice. Equally
1164remarkable is that exposure at the very young ages altered the
1165white blood cell compartment leading to altered cell numbers
1166in circulation. These results indicate that there is a window of
1167susceptibility for some forms of cellular damage induced by
1168THS-exposure. Damage that occurs during the very early stages
1169of life can persist into adulthood. The results described in this
1170section on the potential effects of THS exposure on human
1171 f11health are summarized in Figure 11.
11723.3. Human Exposure and Risk Assessment.
11733.3.1. Real-World Environmental Contamination. To eval-
1174uate the magnitude of the risks of THS to the general
1175population, studies of the extent of environmental contami-

Figure 9. THS-induced insulin resistance.

Figure 10. Effect of THS on mouse activity.
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1176 nation by toxic substances present in THS are required, along
1177 with an understanding of the prevalence and magnitude of THS
1178 exposures to key populations. After the first reports of nicotine
1179 contamination in house dust by Hein et al.14 and of nicotine in
1180 house dust, surfaces, and on hands by Matt et al.,7 THS
1181 contamination has been measured in many public and private
1182 environments, private homes, and cars, hotels; casinos and
1183 rental cars; taxis, and even in neonatal intensive care units
1184 (NICUs).7,15,16,107−110 However, a systematic investigation of
1185 the percent of various environments such as homes and
1186 hospitality venues contaminated by THS has not been
1187 undertaken, as has been done for SHS. A striking feature of
1188 THS exposure is that exposure can be not only involuntary but
1189 also unknown, such as when an apartment has turnover of
1190 occupants and a new occupant moves into a THS contaminated
1191 space. Nicotine was found at significantly higher levels in dust
1192 and on surfaces from homes formerly occupied by smokers,
1193 even after being cleaned and occupied by nonsmokers a median
1194 of 62 days later.15 A study of THS contamination in homes of
1195 former smokers found that THS levels declined after smoking
1196 ceased but contamination was still higher than that in homes of
1197 nonsmokers after 6 months.111

1198 3.3.1.1. THS in Air. Air measures of THS in real world
1199 environments to date have mainly quantified nicotine as a
1200 marker, though chamber studies have shown that other toxic
1201 volatile chemicals such as the irritating and toxic VOC acrolein
1202 are present during the aging of THS.31 Air samples collected in
1203 a large casino after a smoking ban showed measurable
1204 concentrations of nicotine months after the smoking stopped,
1205 demonstrating the magnitude of the reservoir of THS
1206 pollutants.112

1207 3.3.1.2. THS on Surfaces. THS has also been measured on
1208 surfaces in homes, private and rental cars, hotels, and other

f12 1209 public spaces (Figure 12).113 Nicotine and other semivolatile
1210 compounds from THS can rapidly sorb into and onto
1211 furnishings, walls, and other surfaces, which can then act as
1212 reservoirs, releasing the chemicals back into the environment
1213 over months and years.114 Nicotine levels can be as high on
1214 surfaces as in dust.15 Highly toxic and mutagenic TSNAs can
1215 also be found contaminating surfaces in homes of smokers.115

1216 An investigation of THS contamination of surfaces, in Nanjing,
1217 China, revealed widespread nicotine contamination in public
1218 places and in public transportation.116 Levels were very high
1219 compared to those of smoking rooms of hotels measured in
1220 California.117 Interestingly, levels in nonsmoking environments
1221 in Nanjing were also much higher than those in studies in
1222 California, where many of the first studies have been
1223 performed.113 Countries with high smoking rates probably

1224have higher exposures and risks, and it is very important to
1225perform field studies of THS in countries with high smoking
1226rates.
12273.3.1.3. THS in Indoor Dust. House dust from homes of
1228smokers contains significantly higher levels of toxic contami-
1229nants including nicotine, PAHs, and TSNAs. The homes of
1230smokers had higher nicotine concentrations per gram of dust
1231and more dust loading (amount per surface area).15,111 This
1232finding held, even in homes with young children where parents
1233did not smoke in the presence of their children.7 Dust in cars in
1234which smoking has taken place can also be highly contaminated
1235with nicotine, indicating the presence of additional toxic THS
1236compounds.16,17 PAHs form during combustion and some
1237PAHs are known human carcinogens. Cigarette smoke contains
1238PAHs, and THS can present an additional exposure risk. In
1239homes of smokers, both the total PAH in dust and individual
1240PAH loading were significantly greater than those in dust from
1241nonsmokers’ homes and were correlated with nicotine levels in
1242the same sample, further implicating the role of smoking in
1243elevating exposures to these ubiquitous and toxic pollutants.117

12443.3.1.4. Effect of Smoking Bans on THS Contamination.
1245Matt et al. examined private-party used cars for sales in San
1246Diego, California.17 Cars offered for sale by smokers had
1247significantly higher levels of nicotine (dust nicotine19.5 ug/g;
1248surface nicotine 8.6 ug/m2) than cars for sale by nonsmokers
1249(3.4 ug/g; 0.1 ug/m2), even when the smokers did not permit
1250smoking in their cars (5.1 ug/g; 11.6 ug/m2). Thirdhand smoke
1251is a particularly important problem in indoor settings that
1252experience high occupancy turn over, like apartments, rental
1253cars, and hotel rooms. Because smoking prevalence ranges from
1254about 10−25% across the states, it is very probable that most
1255indoor environments have been occupied by a smoker within

Figure 11. Potential health effects of THS exposure using a mouse
model of exposure that mimics exposure of humans in their homes.

Figure 12. Surface nicotine measurements (μg nicotine/m2) from
homes, cars and hotels, by type of environment. Abbreviations: SM,
smoking environment; non-SM, nonsmoking environment; w/Ban,
with a ban on smoking in the environment. Studies: HH1, Healthy
Homes I, Matt et al., 2004. In homes of women with infants, HH1
examined smoking behavior of mother and effects of home smoking
ban on protecting infant from exposure through tobacco smoke
pollution on air dust and surfaces. HH2, Healthy Homes II, Matt et
al.12 and Hoh et al.109 HH2 examined persistence of tobacco smoke
contamination in homes of smokers who moved out and
contamination and exposure in new occupants. HH2P1, Part 1 if
HH2, before the occupants moved out. HH2P2, Part 2 of HH2, after
cleaning and reoccupancy of same home.
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1256 the past few years. Matt et al. examined rental cars offered by
1257 national and local companies in San Diego, California.107 They
1258 found that regardless of their designation by rental companies
1259 as nonsmoking or smoking allowed, dust collected in the car
1260 cabins showed elevated levels of nicotine, with means ranging
1261 from 9.2 ug/g (designated nonsmoker cars rented from
1262 national companies) to 33.7ug/m2 (designated smoker cars
1263 rented from local companies). Matt et al. examined hotels with
1264 complete smoking bans and hotels that allowed smoking in
1265 some rooms.108 They found that compared with hotels with
1266 complete smoking bans, surface nicotine and air 3-ethenylpyr-

1267idine were elevated in both nonsmoking and smoking rooms of
1268the hotels that allowed smoking. Air nicotine levels in smoking
1269rooms were significantly higher than those in nonsmoking
1270rooms of hotels with and without complete smoking bans.
1271Hallway surfaces outside of smoking rooms also showed higher
1272levels of nicotine than those outside of nonsmoking rooms.
1273Matt et al. examined homes of smokers after they moved out
1274and nonsmokers moved in.15 They found that while dust
1275surface and air nicotine levels decreased after change of
1276occupancy, dust and surfaces continued to show higher levels
1277compared to those of former nonsmokers homes. Most

Table 2. TSNAs in House Dust (ng/g)

smokers nonsmokers

TSNA
study 1a

(N = 2)
study 2b

(N = 22)
study 3c

(N = 6)
study 4d

(N = 22)
study 4e

(N = 13)
study 1a

(N = 5)
study 2b

(N = 24)
study 3c

N = 20)

NNN 35 20 2.9 2.5 1.5 1.3 4 BLQ
NNK 84 540 5.8 8.9 11.2 3.2 40 0.51
NAB 510 0.18 0.9 BLQ 0 BLQ
NAT 70 BLQ 2.0 3.4 10 BLQ
NNA 0.6 BLQ

aJacob et al.,35 means. bRamiŕez et al.,118 medians. cWhitehead et al.,48 medians, second sampling round, 2010. dMatt et al.,107 geometric means,
before smoking cessation. eMatt et al.,108 geometric means, 1 week after verified smoking cessation; BLQ = below limit of quantitation.

Chart 2. Tobacco Alkaloids and TSNAs Measured in House Dust

Table 3. Detection Frequencies and Median Concentrations (ng/g) of Tobacco Constituents in Vacuum Dust Collected from
Homes Participating in the California Childhood Leukemia Study during the First and Second Sampling Rounds, by Tobacco
Use at the Index Homea

first sampling round (2002−2007) second sampling round (2010)

smokeless tobacco
users, N = 6

active smokers,
N = 6

tobacco-free
homes, N = 20

smokeless tobacco
users, N = 5

active smokers,
N = 6

tobacco-free homes,
N = 20

tobacco constituent % det median % det median % det median % det median % det median % det median

nicotine 100 14,000a 100 7,000a 90 520 100 15,000a 100 7,800a 95 510
Tobacco-Specific Nitrosamines

NNN 67 5.7b 67 1.6b 5 <1.4b 80 4.3b 83 2.9b 10 <1.4c

NNK 100 6.3b 100 3.7b 40 <0.45b 100 3.4b 100 5.8b 65 0.51
NNA 50 1.2b 67 0.46a 0 <0.45b 40 <0.45b,c 50 0.60b 5 <0.45c

NAB 50 0.28 33 <0.15c 20 <0.15b 60 0.29b 50 0.18b 10 <0. Fifteenc

NAT 50 3.6b 0 <4.2c 0 <4.2b 40 <4.2b 0 <4.2c 5 <4.2c

Minor Tobacco Alkaloids
cotinine 100 680b 100 430b 80 54 100 450b 100 460b 70 26
myosmine 100 310b 100 440b 85 54 100 140b 100 700b 80 45
N-formylnornicotine 100 370b 100 480b 90 43 100 200b 100 660b 75 30
nicotelline 100 5.5 100 8.0b 95 1.0 100 2.9b 100 7.1b 100 0.62
2,3′-bipyridine 83 76b 100 74b 60 6.2 100 52b 100 72b 75 5.9

aReproduced from ref 48. Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society. % Det, detection frequency; NNN, N′-nitrosonornicotine; NNK, 4-
(methylnitrosamino)-1-(3-pyridyl)-1-butanone; NNA, 4-(methylnitrosamino)-4-(3-pyridyl)butanal; NAB, N′-nitrosoanabasine; NAT, N′-nitro-
soanatabine. bSignificantly greater than concentrations of the tobacco constituents in dust samples collected during the same sampling round from
tobacco-free homes, using the Wilcoxon two-sample Z-test, two-sided p < 0.05. cLower limit of quantitation, determined as the lowest calibration
standard for which back-calculated values were within ±20% of the expected concentration.
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1278 recently, Matt et al. measured nicotine and NNK in the homes
1279 of smokers who quit.111 The amount of nicotine on surfaces
1280 declined (baseline, 22.2 μg/m2; 1 week after cessation, 10.8 μg/
1281 m2), and the nicotine on fingers of nonsmoking residents
1282 declined (baseline, 29.1 ng/wipe; 1 week after cessation, 9.1
1283 ng/wipe). However, there were no further decreases in the
1284 samples collected 1 and 3 months later. Concentrations of
1285 nicotine and NNK in dust did not change and remained near
1286 baseline levels after cessation (nicotine near 5 μg/g; NNK near
1287 10 ng/g). Dust nicotine and NNK loadings, i.e., mass
1288 normalized to surface area, significantly increased immediately
1289 following cessation (nicotine baseline, 5.0 μg/m2; week 1 after
1290 cessation, 9.3 μg/m2; NNK baseline, 11.6 ng/m2; week 1 after
1291 cessation, 36.3 ng/m2) before returning to and remaining at
1292 near baseline levels.
1293 3.3.1.5. THS Contamination of Smoke-Free Homes and
1294 Homes of Smokeless Tobacco Users. Carcinogenic tobacco-
1295 specific nitrosamines and various tobacco alkaloids have been
1296 found in dust from homes of nonsmokers as well as smokers, as
1297 discussed above.35,48,118 Results from 4 studies are listed in

t2 1298 Table 2. Summary measures of TSNA concentrations varied
1299 considerably among the studies, likely due to the small number
1300 of observations and to differences in smoking practices between
1301 populations. For example, the relatively low TSNA concen-
1302 trations in study 3 may be in part attributable to the fact that 5
1303 of the 6 smokers’ homes in study 3 had indoor smoking bans.
1304 The one home with indoor smoking had NNN and NNK
1305 concentrations of 8.43 ng/g and 19.4 ng/g, respectively. In
1306 addition, studies 1, 3, and 4 were conducted in California,
1307 whereas study 2 was conducted in Tarragona, in eastern Spain.
1308 In general, smoking prevalence is lower in California than in
1309 Spain, which results in a lower TSNA background. Other
1310 factors that may differ greatly between populations, such as
1311 home size and carpet coverage, might also affect the
1312 accumulation of dust/smoke or the dilution of TSNAs in the
1313 home. As expected, concentrations were higher in smokers’
1314 homes than in nonsmokers’ homes. However, the fact that
1315 readily measurable concentrations of TSNAs were found in
1316 nonsmokers’ homes indicates that tobacco smoke contami-
1317 nation is pervasive. A contributing factor to the presence of
1318 TSNA in homes of nonsmokers could be de novo formation
1319 from the reaction of HONO with nicotine and other tobacco
1320 alkaloids, as discussed above, in addition to transport into the
1321 homes from the outdoor environment. Tobacco alkaloids and
1322 TSNA have been measured in outdoor venues; their presence
1323 and implications will be discussed in a subsequent section.
1324 The study by Whitehead et al. found that house dust in
1325 homes of smokeless tobacco (oral snuff or chewing tobacco)

c2 1326 users contained tobacco alkaloids and TSNAs (Chart 2), in
1327 concentrations statistically indistinguishable from homes of
1328 cigarette smokers and significantly higher than that in homes of

t3 1329 nonsmokers (Table 3).48 These findings indicate that (1) living
1330 with smokeless tobacco users may result in exposure to
1331 carcinogenic tobacco-specific nitrosamines, as would living with
1332 smokers, and (2) high concentrations of tobacco alkaloids and
1333 TSNAs in homes indicate tobacco use in general, not just the
1334 use of combusted products. Whitehead et al. also found that the
1335 ratio of the tobacco alkaloids myosmine/nicotine can be used
1336 as an indicator of the source of tobacco contamination,
1337 distinguishing between the use of smokeless tobacco products

f13 1338 and tobacco smoking (Figure 13). Concentrations of myosmine
1339 relative to nicotine were much higher in smokers’ homes,

1340presumably due to its formation from nicotine and nornicotine
1341during combustion.

13423.3.2. THS Contamination Outdoors. About 6 trillion
1343cigarettes are smoked worldwide each year.119 The sidestream
1344smoke, i.e., the smoke from a smoldering cigarette not inhaled
1345by the smoker, releases 10.5−34.4 mg of particulate matter
1346(“tar”) and 1.9−5.3 mg of nicotine per cigarette into the
1347environment.120 On the basis of the mean values of those
1348ranges, cigarette smoking releases about 135 million kilograms
1349of particulate matter (PM) and about 22 million kilograms of
1350nicotine into the environment each year worldwide. Despite
1351these rather large amounts, very little data have been published
1352on concentrations of tobacco-derived substances in the outdoor
1353environment. Nicotine concentrations have been measured in
1354 t4outdoor locations121,122 (Table 4), and increased levels of

1355respirable fine particles (PM2.5) have been measured outdoors
1356in the proximity of smokers.122,123 Using hydrocarbons present
1357in cigarette smoke as tracers, it was reported that 1.0−1.3% of
1358the fine particle mass concentration in the outdoor air in Los
1359Angeles in 1982 was derived from cigarette smoke.38 In a recent
1360study, tobacco-specific nitrosamines were detected in partic-
1361ulate matter collected outdoors in London (Table 4).58

Figure 13. Myosmine-to-nicotine ratios (% nicotine) in vacuum dust
samples collected from homes participating in the California
Childhood Leukemia Study during the first (2002−2007) and second
(2010) sampling rounds, by tobacco-use category. The vertical axis is
shown on a logarithmic scale. Box plots represent the 25th, 50th, and
75th percentiles. Reproduced from ref 48. Copyright 2015 American
Chemical Society.

Table 4. Tobacco Alkaloids, TSNAs, and Benzo[a]pyrene in
Outdoor Air (pg/m3)

analyte study 1a
study 2b (%

RSD)
study 3c (%

RSD) study 4d

nicotine 17,000−48,000 3,390 (13)
nicotelline 7.0 (17)
NNN 200 (7.8) 0.17 (21)
NNK 290 (14) 0.63 (12)
benzo[a]
pyrene

23 (78) 15−21

aRome, 4 locations in February, 2011, Cecinato et al.121 bLondon,
July−August, 2012, Farren et al.58 cSan Francisco, CA, July−August,
2016, Aquilina, N., Havel, C., and Jacob, P., unpublished data. dPallas,
Finland, 1996−1998, Boström et al.126
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1362 There are two main reasons for interest in outdoor
1363 contamination by tobacco smoke. One is to establish baseline
1364 levels of exposure. There is clear evidence that tobacco smoke-
1365 derived substances in the outdoor environment are transported
1366 indoors leading to readily detectible concentrations on surfaces
1367 and in house dust. Published studies have reported nicotine,
1368 other tobacco alkaloids, and TSNA in homes of nonsmokers, as
1369 discussed above.35,48,113,118 As a nonsmoker whose home tested
1370 positive for nicotine and TSNAs said: “No one has ever smoked
1371 in my home. My neighbors don’t smoke. Where is it coming
1372 from?” Outdoor air and dust is one source, as well as tobacco
1373 smoke-contaminated clothing and other articles brought into
1374 the home.124

1375 The second reason is to determine whether exposure
1376 outdoors poses a health risk. For people in the vicinity of
1377 smokers, it is reasonable to believe that exposure levels in air
1378 could be high enough to be unhealthful. St. Helen et al.125

1379 reported exposure to secondhand smoke outside of a bar and a
1380 restaurant, measured by the biomarkers cotinine and NNAL,
1381 which were elevated in nonsmokers after outdoor exposure. It
1382 is not yet known whether exposure to THS-contaminated dust,
1383 air, or surfaces in outdoor microenvironments is a significant
1384 health risk. This will require further study.
1385 Studies of atmospheric contamination by tobacco smoke
1386 constituents outdoors have been initiated at the University of
1387 California, San Francisco. The chemistry of outdoor THS
1388 would be expected to differ considerably from indoor THS due
1389 to more intense UV radiation, mixing with atmospheric
1390 constituents, and higher concentrations of reactive species
1391 outdoors such as ozone, other oxidants, and reactive nitrogen
1392 compounds. As a first step, airborne particulate matter (TPM)
1393 was collected on the roof of a building at a large urban hospital
1394 in San Francisco using a high-volume sampler, well away from
1395 active smokers. Airborne nicotine was also collected, using a
1396 sodium bisulfate treated filter, since nicotine is present largely
1397 in the gas phase.41,43,44 Filters were extracted and analyzed for
1398 nicotine, nicotelline, NNN, and NNK.48 Benzo[a]pyrene
1399 concentrations were also measured because it is a thoroughly
1400 studied, potent carcinogen that is ubiquitous in the environ-
1401 ment and serves to put concentrations of the TSNA
1402 carcinogens, NNN and NNK, into perspective in terms of
1403 concentrations and possible health risk. Preliminary results are
1404 presented in Table 4. Outdoor nicotine concentrations were
1405 lower, by a factor of 5−10, than those reported in Rome. NNN
1406 and NNK concentrations were 3 orders of magnitude lower
1407 than those reported in London. These differences could be due
1408 to differences in smoking prevalence or to different atmospheric
1409 conditions (concentrations of reactive species, wind velocity, or
1410 humidity) that could affect decomposition and dispersion.
1411 Concentrations of nicotelline, a proposed tracer for tobacco
1412 smoke derived particulate matter,35 were about 7 pg/m3 and
1413 detectable in all samples analyzed. Benzo[α]pyrene concen-
1414 trations averaged 23 pg/m3, which is lower than those generally
1415 found in large cities. Table 4 includes B[a]P data from Pallas,
1416 Finland,126 which like San Francisco has relatively low PAH
1417 levels in outdoor air.
1418 Characterizing the extent of outdoor contamination has both
1419 public health and policy implications. Homes and motor
1420 vehicles owned by smokers sell for lower prices than those
1421 owned by nonsmokers, as discussed in section 3.4.1 below. If
1422 measuring tobacco-derived substances in homes and motor
1423 vehicles becomes an established method for assessing tobacco
1424 smoke contamination, cutpoints to distinguish contamination

1425by smoking inside from contamination by outdoor sources will
1426need to be established. Clearly, additional research on outdoor
1427contamination by tobacco smoke is warranted.
14283.3.3. Human Exposure Studies. The first study with the
1429objective of measuring THS exposure in humans was reported
1430by Matt et al. in 2004 who examined infants of smoking
1431mothers with and without smoking bans in their homes.7 They
1432compared cotinine levels in urine and nicotine and cotinine
1433levels in the hair of infants. Average urinary cotinine levels for
1434the infants were 15.5 ng/mL in those with smoking mothers in
1435homes without smoking bans, 2.3 ng/mL in homes of smoking
1436mothers with strict smoking bans, and 0.33 ng/mL in homes of
1437nonsmoking mothers with strict smoking bans. For hair
1438nicotine levels, the corresponding average nicotine concen-
1439trations were 5.9, 2.7, and 0.53 ng/g, respectively. Their
1440findings showed that strict smoking bans and the absence of
1441SHS exposure reduced but did not eliminate the exposure to
1442tobacco smoke toxicants. The study also showed that cotinine
1443levels in urine were associated with living room and bedroom
1444nicotine levels in dust and on surfaces, as well as bedroom air
1445nicotine levels. In their study of the persistence of THS in
1446homes occupied by smokers, Matt et al.15 found that
1447nonsmokers living in homes previously occupied by smokers
1448showed higher levels of nicotine on their fingers than
1449nonsmokers living in homes previously occupied by non-
1450smokers (5.85 ng/wipe vs 0.75 ng/wipe). Nonsmokers living in
1451homes previously occupied by smokers also showed signifi-
1452cantly elevated levels of urine cotinine (0.61 vs 0.13 ng/mL).
1453This was the case even though the homes had been cleaned
1454before new people moved in and an average of 2 months had
1455passed since the smokers had moved out.
1456In their study of hotels,108 Matt et al. found that nonsmokers
1457who stayed one night in hotels without complete smoking bans
1458showed higher levels of finger nicotine (nonsmoker room,
145911.94 ng/wipe; in smoker room, 60.3 ng/wipe) and urine
1460cotinine (smoker room, 0.63 ng/mL) than those staying in
1461hotels with complete smoking bans (2.5 ng/wipe nicotine; 0.14
1462ng/mL urine cotinine). The nonsmokers who stayed in the 10
1463most polluted rooms identified in the study also showed
1464significant increases in urinary NNAL (0.86 vs 1.25 ng NNAL/
1465mg creatinine).
1466The long-term exposure risks to THS were further
1467demonstrated in a study of smokers after successful smoking
1468cessation.111 Nonsmoking cohabitants continued to show
1469elevated levels of cotinine and NNAL up to six months after
1470the smoker had quit and no additional tobacco had been
1471smoked in the home. Compared to baseline levels before the
1472smokers quit (4.6 ng/mL cotinine; 10.0 pg/mL NNAL),
1473cotinine and NNAL in urine had significant initial declines (1
1474week and 1 month after cessation: 1.3 and 1.6 ng/mL cotinine;
14754.2 and 6.0 pg/mL NNAL) without further significant changes
1476until 6 months after cessation.
1477Even in places where smoking bans are strictly enforced, such
1478as neontatal intensive care units in hospitals, THS can be found.
1479Northrup et al. collected data on THS levels and infant
1480exposure in a neonatal ICU (NICU), using surface nicotine
1481samples from the fingers of smoking mothers, nicotine on the
1482surfaces of infants’ crib/incubator and hospital-provided
1483furniture, and by measuring cotinine and NNAL concentrations
1484in infants’ urine. Incubators/cribs and other furniture had
1485detectable surface nicotine, and both cotinine and NNAL were
1486detected in the infants’ urine. The authors concluded that THS
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1487 appears to be ubiquitous, even in highly controlled, smoke-free
1488 settings.110

1489 3.3.4. Biomarkers of Harm. To study THS exposure and
1490 carry out a targeted risk assessment, it is necessary to develop
1491 specific biomarkers that can be linked to risk. This is currently a
1492 very active research area. As discussed above, Consortium
1493 studies are in progress on the identification and development of
1494 such biomarkers in mammalian systems, based on specific DNA
1495 adducts and metabolites derived from NNA, a unique
1496 compound in THS. The detection of a specific NNA-DNA
1497 adduct in human tissue or peripheral blood cells could be the
1498 basis for a definitive biomarker of THS exposure, as well as
1499 harm (genotoxicity), which could be utilized in human studies.
1500 3.3.5. THS and Human Disease. Although numerous
1501 adverse health effects of active smoking and SHS are well
1502 documented, the dangers THS are poorly understood.77,127−129

1503 As discussed above, many of the constituents of THS have the
1504 potential to have serious adverse health effects, but it is not
1505 clear if concentrations in indoor environments are sufficient to
1506 result in such effects. Epidemiological studies have yet to be
1507 conducted on the relationship between THS and health. Such
1508 studies will be challenging because most people who are
1509 exposed to THS are also exposed to SHS. The diseases most
1510 likely to be caused by THS are those that are already known to
1511 be caused by SHS exposure, particularly respiratory tract
1512 infections and asthma. Animal toxicology studies reviewed
1513 elsewhere in this Perspective suggest that THS exposure may
1514 also contribute to cancer, impaired wound healing, lung fibrosis,
1515 hepatic steatosis, insulin resistance and diabetes, lipid
1516 abnormalities, metabolic syndrome, behavior hyperactivity,
1517 and impaired immune responses. Dose−response modeling
1518 studies indicate a possible association between nitrosamines in
1519 THS and cancer.118

1520 3.3.6. Vulnerable Populations. Children, especially infants
1521 and very young children, are likely to be among the most
1522 vulnerable populations in regard to both exposure to and effects
1523 of THS.1,2,5,7,17,26,130 Nearly 88 million US nonsmokers ≥3
1524 years-old living in homes of smokers have ≥0.05 ng/mL serum
1525 cotinine (a metabolite of nicotine) and TSNAs in urine.1

1526 Young children may be highly exposed to THS in house dust
1527 and surfaces through the following routes: orally, dermally, and
1528 through inhalation.131 Oral exposure is enhanced in children by
1529 frequent hand to mouth behaviors.132 Dermal exposure is
1530 enhanced by crawling and touching behaviors. Children also
1531 have thinner skin than adults. Inhalation exposures are
1532 enhanced though their short stature and active play near the
1533 floor, where they can resuspend fine house dust which can then
1534 be inhaled or settle on skin. Kilogram for kilogram, children
1535 breathe more air than adults, so that children have greater
1536 exposures even in the same environment than do adults.
1537 Children also have a larger surface area to body weight ratio
1538 than do adults.133 Children may be more vulnerable to the toxic
1539 effects of THS due to the fact that their organ systems are
1540 rapidly developing, and children can differ from adults in their
1541 ability to detoxify pollutants.131 For example, newborn children
1542 have little ability to detoxify organophosphate pesticides as
1543 compared to adults.134 Younger children also stay close to their
1544 parents and caregivers, which means that they cannot avoid
1545 SHS and THS if the caregivers smoke. Take-home or para-
1546 occupational exposures have been shown to be a significant
1547 source of environmental exposures for children of workers
1548 exposed to other pollutants such as lead, which can enter the
1549 home on the clothes of parents and significantly expose their

1550children.135 It is likely that the children of nonsmokers who are
1551exposed to SHS at work (such as a casino card dealer) are
1552exposed to THS this way.77 The importance of house dust as an
1553exposure route has been well established for other environ-
1554mental pollutants, such as lead and flame retardants.136,137

1555Dermal exposure has also been shown as an important route of
1556exposure to pesticides for young children.138,139 Therefore, it is
1557likely that para-occupational exposures and dust are significant
1558sources of THS exposure.
15593.4. THS Toxicity and Policy Implications. 3.4.1. Policy.
1560Policies have evolved over more than three decades to limit
1561SHS exposure, which has declined greatly in the United States
1562and some other countries.3 Banning smoking indoors
1563eliminates SHS and potentially THS as well. However, evidence
1564reviewed here shows that THS can persist in a space after
1565smoking is no longer taking place. We lack evidence, however,
1566on how long THS persists in indoor environments, and
1567whether it ever clears from fabrics and construction materials in
1568buildings where smoking took place for long periods of time,
1569e.g., decades. On the basis of knowledge of the components of
1570THS and their toxicity and on the emerging in vivo and in vitro
1571evidence reported in this Perspective, THS can be assumed to
1572pose a hazard to human health. However, we lack a population-
1573based body of data on the concentrations of THS in various
1574environments and the range of exposures received by the
1575population and particularly by susceptible infants and young
1576children who may experience the highest exposures. We also
1577lack epidemiological evidence on the health risks posed by
1578THS, disentangled from the risks of SHS exposure.
1579Nonetheless, data collected previously by the Consortium’s
1580investigators indicate that THS is considered a problem in
1581some sectors: real estate and motor vehicle sales and the hotel/
1582motel business3,140 Nonsmokers do not want to purchase
1583homes where smokers have lived, particularly if they have
1584children. In a publication on strategies for SHS control, Samet
1585and colleagues140 collected information from a convenience
1586sample of individuals working in these sectors, confirming that
1587THS was problematic, although not recognized specifically by
1588the designation of THS.45 The odor of tobacco smoke,
1589signaling the presence of prior smoking, was problematic for
1590the real estate and used car sales sectors.
1591Approaches to managing several indoor pollutants were
1592considered as policy models: lead, asbestos, and radon. Each
1593has known hazard, and for each, the presence of the
1594contaminant can be documented by a measurement made
1595according to a standard and accepted protocol. The control
1596strategies are mandated at the federal level for asbestos and
1597lead, while the Environmental Protection Agency, which lacks
1598regulatory jurisdiction for indoor environments, has published a
1599guideline value for indoor radon concentration. Extended to
1600THS, a parallel approach would require a marker for its
1601presence and a risk-based target concentration for its
1602mitigation. The work of the Consortium is developing the
1603foundation for elaborating such an approach.
16043.4.2. Avoiding Exposure and Remediation. In the US,
1605diverse companies perform restoration services for home and
1606commercial buildings affected by tobacco smoke, mold, fire,
1607and flood damage. In general, treatments combine removing
1608severely affected materials (such as carpets) or using liquid
1609cleaners. Ammonia-based cleaners are recommended to remove
1610tobacco odors. Restoration companies also use ozone
1611generators to remove intense tobacco odors. The ozone
1612concentrations generated are several orders of magnitude
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1613 higher than typical levels found in urban atmospheres. There
1614 has been very little scientific research to date on how well these
1615 treatments work or on the toxic reaction products that may be
1616 created. Evidence from ozonation of nicotine suggests that
1617 several asthmagens can be found among the byproducts.26

1618 More research is needed in order to better assess the potential
1619 risks associated with the use of high levels of ozone for THS
1620 remediation.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND PRIORITIES FOR FURTHER
1621 RESEARCH
1622 There is much that remains to be learned about THS,
1623 particularly related to the magnitude of the health risk that
1624 THS poses to humans. However, based on research carried out
1625 over the past few years, by this consortium and others, some
1626 conclusions can be made: (1) Tobacco smoke contamination in
1627 the form of THS is pervasive. Tobacco-derived substances,
1628 including alkaloids and their pyrolysis products, and tobacco
1629 specific nitrosamine (TSNA) carcinogens can be measured in
1630 homes, other indoor venues such as casinos, and in particulate
1631 matter collected outdoors. (2) Laboratory studies have
1632 demonstrated that the chemical reactions that take place
1633 during the aging of tobacco smoke residues produce secondary
1634 organic pollutants, including de novo formation of TSNAs and
1635 release of VOCs. Using concentration data and standard
1636 methods for the estimation of disability-adjusted life years
1637 (DALYs) lost by nonsmokers due to long-term exposure to
1638 THS, particulate matter (indexed by PM2.5) was estimated to
1639 contribute to a majority of the THS-associated disease burden,
1640 and acrolein, furan, acrylonitrile, and 1,3-butadiene were the
1641 most harmful VOCs among those for which epidemiological
1642 and/or toxicological data were available. (3) In studies using in
1643 vitro systems, THS extracts inhibited cell proliferation, caused a
1644 concentration dependent inhibition of cell growth, fragmenta-
1645 tion of cells, vesiculation, impaired motility, and caused damage
1646 to DNA and mitochondria. In vitro evidence for the
1647 genotoxicity of THS includes the formation of DNA strand
1648 breaks, oxidative damage to DNA, and characterization of NNA
1649 adducts with DNA. (4) Toxicology studies using mouse models
1650 demonstrated numerous deleterious effects of THS on organ
1651 and cellular systems, including delay in wound healing, lung and
1652 liver damage, metabolic effects, including elevated triglycerides,
1653 increased LDL, decreased HDL defects in insulin metabolism,
1654 and permanent changes in peripheral blood immune cell
1655 composition. THS-exposed animals showed behavior that was
1656 indicative of hyperactivity. Transdermal absorption of the
1657 TSNAs NNA and NNK in mice showed the likelihood of this
1658 route occurring in humans, a special concern for children who
1659 are more likely than adults to be in contact with contaminated
1660 surfaces, such as parents’ clothes and skin. (5) Biomarkers
1661 measured in nonsmokers have documented THS exposure in
1662 nonsmokers living in homes of former smokers, nonsmokers
1663 staying in hotel rooms with no smoking bans, and subjects
1664 visiting casinos after smoking was banned, and infants in a
1665 neonatal ICU are exposed to THS toxins. (6) THS is
1666 considered a problem in some sectors of the general public,
1667 in real estate and motor vehicle sales, and the hotel and motel
1668 business.
1669 An overarching goal is to provide a reasonable assessment of
1670 the health risks caused by THS exposure. More extensive field
1671 studies of THS exposure are needed that incorporate specific
1672 markers. A major challenge is to distinguish THS exposure
1673 from SHS exposure. For most people exposed to THS,

1674especially adults, it would be hard to rule out SHS exposure
1675outside of their THS-contaminated homes where smoking has
1676ceased to occur, unless a THS-specific biomarker could be
1677found. For infants and very young children, accurate reports
1678from parents might largely rule out SHS exposure. Another
1679approach is laboratory studies in which human subjects are
1680exposed to THS-contaminated articles, such as clothing, with
1681biomarker measurements to measure exposure to assess
1682exposure. A Consortium study is underway in which subjects
1683are being exposed to THS-contaminated clothes, with urinary
1684cotinine and NNAL being used to assess exposure. Although
1685progress has been made, further studies of the chemistry of
1686THS and the extent of environmental contamination are
1687needed to determine which substances are likely to be a health
1688risk. Animal and in vitro toxicology studies, especially those with
1689next generation risk assessment approaches, coupled with more
1690extensive human exposure data might be used to develop more
1691extensive models for estimating human health risk.
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